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Abstract:
Thinking outside wrath, fear and the logic of must-be means getting started

on a road to understanding that encourages us to recognise that which is
happening in our society. The great difficulty that intellectuals face today lies in
being able to adopt this attitude and come to terms with the decline of modernity
and the emergence of a new way of being-together that are taking place in front
of our eyes.

Once social saturation has been reached, there appears a new phase that
makes it possible to ask different questions and find other clues for inquiry. It is
here that local specificities and the customs of provincial life acquire significance
insofar as they depart from every universal and rationalist order. The re-
emergence of local root-taking, of that which was the trademark of the Middle
Ages, leads us to understand that we are in front of a nascent postmedievality.

In this context, Heritage can be envisaged as dynamic root-taking — _«
enracinement dynamique »—_, a living experience linked to regional roots, where
relationships are no longer mechanical, predictable or controlled by reason. In
short, alien to triumphant History and the Royal March of Progress, a world is
being born that is shaped by the union of opposites like the archaic and the
technological.

Keywords: Local, root-taking, present, archaic, tecnological, experiences,
regionalisms.

Resumen:
Desarrollar el pensamiento fuera de la cólera, el miedo y de la lógica del

deber ser, es iniciarse en caminos comprensivos que nos invitan a reconocer
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aquello que sucede en nuestra sociedad. La gran dificultad de los intelectuales,
es tomar esta actitud y ver la presencia de la declinación la modernidad y el
nacimiento de otro modo de estar juntos. 

Luego de una saturación social, aparece una nueva fase que hace posible
plantearse preguntas diferentes y encontrar otras pistas de indagación. Es aquí
que cobran relevancia las especificidades locales y las costumbres de vida
provincial, ya que se alejan de todo orden universal y racionalista. La
reemergencia de los enraizamientos locales, de aquello que ha sido la marca de
la Edad Media, nos lleva a comprender que estamos ante una naciente «post-
médiévalité». 

Dentro de esta situación, el Patrimonio puede ser vislumbrado como un
enraizamiento dinámico, « enracinement dynamique », como una experiencia viva
ligada a las raíces regionales. Donde las relaciones no son ni mecánicas, ni
predecibles, ni controladas por la razón. En definitiva, al margen de la Historia
triunfante y de marcha Real de Progreso, nace un mundo que se conforma por
la unión de opuestos, como lo arcaico y lo tecnológico.

Palabras Clave: Local, enraizamiento, presente, arcaico, tecnológico,
experiencias, regionalismos

Everyone knows that it is precisely when love no longer exists that
passionate lovers speak the most about the love that unites them. Let us
remember, from this point of view, Rimbaud’s war cry about the need to
be absolutely modern. An incantation? An invocation? In any case, a
paradoxical commination, since it comes at a time when modernity, of all
things, has reached its peak and can do nothing but begin to decline. 

Just as paradoxical, now that more than a century has gone by, is to
confront the difficulties experienced by intellectuals who try to calmly
tackle —if only hypothetically— the problems associated to this decline
of modern times and to anticipate the social, epistemological and
existential consequences entailed by this whole business.

“Sine ire et odio”. Isn’t that the proper way to study the evolution of
society? Especially if we bear in mind that wrath and fear are only too
often the unconscious element in analyses performed by intellectuals. As
far as hatred of the world is concerned, it comes second nature to them,
even though they claim the power to say what the individual and society
“must be” —quite evidently in the detriment of their duty to recognise
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what they are. Calm, therefore, in the act of knowing, and a deliberate
effort to “be born together” (cum nascere) with a complex reality.

To quote a phrase by Schopenhauer, this “reality is purely relative”. In
other words, any object or phenomenon is tied to others and determined
by them. And, for the same reason, it is subject to change and to the
imponderables. And, in some sense, to the general impermanence of
things. Which is equal to saying that what now is has not necessarily been
always, nor will it necessarily always be. Likewise, the categories built at
a given time are not eternal, but must instead be subject to revision if we
want to comprehend, as best we can, the evolution that is taking place,
which is why it is so very difficult, empirically speaking, to reject or deny
its effects. 

The kind of relativism that we are concerned with consists, therefore,
in relating to one another the several elements of life and taking heed of
the vital flow that is, in its own construction, ceaseless. We should pay
attention to all those things that turn any kind of dogmatism outdated
and nurture a theoretical awareness that is keener on the humility of
things than on the pretence of concepts. It is for this reason that we
cannot contemplate “being postmodern”, in the sense of embodying or
having such or such an identity: instead, we should simply use this word,
this simple notion, as the most methodologically pertinent lever to
understand social relations and phenomena that are still being born but
whose importance, both in quantitative and in qualitative terms, can
hardly be denied. To sum up, one should engage in a sociology of
postmodernity rather than in a postmodern sociology.

It is precisely in those periods when a civilisation shift is taking place
that one must become a “Selbstdenker”, to quote again roborative
Schopenhauer —a term we may translate as free thinker. In other words,
it is better to concern oneself with a consequential dynamic than with
the petty practice, all too common in universities, that consists in adapting
big concepts to small thoughts. This will make it possible for us not to
fear postmodernity, since we shall confine ourselves to simply identifying
a new phase in this inescapable process resulting from the saturation, at
a given point in time, of the values that have governed, over a more or
less long period, our social being-together. This is what in medieval
philosophy used to be called the “condition of possibility” that has to
exist prior to any in-depth inquiry: delimiting a framework, identifying
the major alignments of forces, evaluating the categories in praesentia. 
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And just to stay within classical boundaries, we will first address the
“pars destruens”, and then the “pars construens”. We will not proceed in
a childish way, by positioning ourselves on the basis of sheer opposition,
simply because we need to appraise what is in the process of ending in
order to better size up what will probably take its place. Let us similarly
point out that at a foundational moment like this one, it is simply
impossible to produce a system, to write “a textbook”. As was said about
Marcel Mauss, in a not so different context, one must be able to formulate
hypotheses and audaciously suggest clues for further reflection, even if
those clues are not particularly orthodox, if we are to grasp a deep
understanding of what is currently in the making.

So where do we come from? What are those social values that have
gradually imposed themselves upon us in order to constitute what we
call modernity but in fact is nothing but “postmedievality”? We all know:
nothing lasts forever. All things pass, all things must come to an end and
all things cause weariness. And what today seems self-evident is an
elaboration that started from the implosion of the Middle Ages. There is
an expression coined by Auguste Comte that may pretty well sum up
modern evidence: “reductio ad unum”. Indeed the unity of the world and
of representations has prevailed in all human fields. Such unification can
be observed in all areas, but, in schematic terms, it is particularly visible
in the political, social and ideological realms. 

Clearly, there are constant interactions among these several elements,
but the political component may provide a common foundation. Take for
instance the constitution of the Nation State. True, there is the French
example, even the English one: both had been centralised systems since
very early days. But during the 19th century —more accurately in Europe
and in the year 1848— we see a strong affirmation of national and even
nationalist feeling. In this way, the several regional peculiarities, the local
specificities, the various dialects, customs and practices, lifestyles and
even provincial governments or administrative bodies gradually become
devoid of content and disappear in the benefit of national states and their
representative organs. And everything in the name of universalist values
and in advocacy of a rational organisation of society. To paraphrase H.
Arendt, the common good tends to become uniform and to reject the
multiple local roots that had been the distinguishing trait of the Middle
Ages and their several baronies or seigneurial domains by referring
instead to a “democratic ideal”. This is what I have elsewhere called
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“dynamic root-taking”: another way —the simplest and most
comprehensive— of referring to “Heritage”. 

The same happens with social institutions. The works of Norbert Elias,
or those of Foucault himself and others inspired by him, have shed light
on the slow process of “courtification” or domestication of customs that
leads to the constitution of “the social” —i.e., of a uniquely mechanized,
perfectly predictable and essentially rationalised form of being-together.
A “generalized rationalization of existence”, in Weber’s terms. Tendentially
speaking, this is true. Be it as it may, it was a similar process that presided
over the birth of a family firmly instituted around its nuclear structure
which in turn promoted “access to labour” and created the major
educational institutions —the institutions of social work—, not to mention
those of healthcare and the several other “enclosures” that became
widespread in the 19th and 20th centuries. By combating, insofar as
possible, the dangers posed by the world’s economic development and
the productivism that was inherent to it, such a construction of “the social”
delivered an undeniable security to the majority. Yet at the same time,
and in the strict sense of the term, it “enervated” the body of the
community by transferring to distant and abstract institutions the role of
managing the common good and the communal bond. All of these
considerations have led to the claim that, in many senses, we are
witnessing the setting up of some “totalitarian violence” that makes
possible, if I may use the Durkheimian terminology in reverse, a shift
from an “organic solidarity” that is closer to everyday experience to a
“mechanical solidarity” fuelled by a technostructure that proclaims itself
the guarantor of social life’s correct performance. This is the triumph of
the experts in any field who, on the basis of their inexorable “must-be”
logic, know which way to think, which way to act. By following this logic,
the world has become completely alien even to those who must live in it. 

Finally, the same thing happens with what we may call ideology. And
all according to a strict understanding of the term, i.e. the whole set of
representations through which a historical period describes itself. In this
sense, by contrast with the structurally plural mythologies, tales and
legends of premodernity, we now witness an ever greater
homogenization. Let us remember what J.F. Lyotard used to call “Grand
Narratives”: not that many! Leaving aside a few unimportant variations,
the systems put up in order to explain the world during the second half
of the 19th century, such as Marxism, Freudism or Functionalism, are all
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based on a positivist, finalized and material view of human evolution.
Likewise they are monistic, since they rest on an exclusive and excluding
causalism. They are exclusive systems because the identified cause is
determining, “overdetermining”, hegemonical, unified. They are excluding
systems because no salvation exists outside the explanatory model that
is entrusted with providing such a cause. All of which engenders a
rigorous fideism with its cohort of fanaticisms, dogmatisms and
scholasticisms of all hues, not to mention, of course, the whole range of
intolerances, exclusions and other excommunications that the system
ceaselessly spawns.

National, institutional and ideological homogenization, therefore. At
the risk of sounding a bit arrogant, we should devote a few words to
delimiting the epistemological order in which this homogenization works.
In likeness of the mystery of the Trinity —three persons, yet only one
god—, we here find a founding triad: the Individual, History and Reason. 

Let us wring the neck of doxa by observing in the individual, and in
individualism, the true characteristics of our time. Many a work has been
written by philosophers, historians or anthropologists, like for example
Louis Dumont, to provide ample proof that “postmedievality” got started
following the invention of the individual. The free will introduced by the
Reformation, Descartes and his ego cogito, the Enlightenment’s
autonomous subject, as well as many others, are the main stages whereby
the individual became master and owner of himself and of nature.
Corneille’s emblematic formulation in Cinna beautifully summarises this
kind of philosophy: “I am my own master, as I am the master of the
universe”, a phrase that encapsulates the dialectics between the economy
of oneself and the economy of the world which would promote the
spectacular development of modernity. Just like gods in former epochs,
the Individual now became the “axis mundi” around which all else
revolved and was organized. 

The Individual became the pivotal force, the anchorage point in the
ineluctable evolution of a finalised History. The latter is the second
strategic axis in the modern epistemological triad: the historiography of
events gives way to triumphant History, the grand royal march of Progress
and yet another road to the Absolute Spirit which would make it possible
for mankind to reconcile with itself. The patterns may change slightly, but
the goal remains the same: evolving from the most barbarian
obscurantism to the most civilised accomplishments. Politics, education
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and economy bear witness to this truth: existence, both individual and
communal, only makes sense if it is projected. And in any case, this is all
about discovering art and the way to tailor its capabilities to the purpose
one has set for oneself. The project (or projection) is clearly the “ultima
ratio” of any life: without it, life would properly lack any sense: and if
there is no sense, then there is no meaning. 

What precisely contributes sense and meaning —the goddess and
mother of our Trinity— is Reason, which “justifies” the Individual as
master of the world and History as the realm where the latter’s actions
can take place. And yet we should clarify that modern reason is nothing
but a form of human rationality. Picking up on one topic that was central
to the Frankfurt School, we may say that this is an “instrumental reason”,
a “Zweckrationalität”, for which only that which is finished really applies:
what can be manipulated, used, entered into an utilitarian order and even
turned into a “utensil”. This is the abstract reason of the technostructure
that aims at filling the gaps in the Individual from the outside, amending
social laws and, in a nutshell, perfecting that which is still unfinished in
human nature. It is not by chance that the French Revolution worshipped
the “Goddess of Reason”. Marx, in turn, underlines the fact that every
society sets itself only such tasks as it is able to solve. In the foundations
of modern rationalism we find an optimism that is not without greatness.
However it may be, it allows for scientific and technological developments
which, whether we like it or not, haven taken us to the frontier of the
third millennium. 

Only if we keep this in mind shall we be able to understand the
nascent state of has come to be named postmodernity. The circumvention
is not pointless, since nothing is born “ex nihilo”. What was claimed by P.
Sorokin about the saturation of cultural works may be applied to the
topic under scrutiny. There are no clues, no abrupt endings. The several
elements making up a given entity, can no longer stay together as a result
of wear, incompatibility, fatigue, etc…: they will enter, in different ways,
a new composition and, in so doing, they will foster the birth of another
entity. Such is the process that brought about the surge of
“postmedievality”, later called modernity: the same process as presides
over the elaboration of postmodernity, even before a proper name has
been found for it. Saturation —recomposition. Maybe this is the single
law that we are able to identify in the chaotic course of human stories!
The “spatialisation of time” —another way of designating the importance
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of space, of local roots— is what attaches new strength and vigour to the
notion of “Heritage”, which we need to consider in some depth.

But how to define postmodern recomposition? It is always tricky to
“sniff around” the kitchen where the future is being cooked. And yet some
indications may be provided, clues gathered, all of which with a view to
signaling or pointing at major trends. Especially if we bear in mind, as
suggested earlier, that what we thought was superseded appears to come
back only slightly modified. More accurately, we are not talking about
the “eternal return” of the same, but rather, as philosopher Nicholas of
Cusa pointed out in his day, about a pattern of growth that takes the
shape of a spiral. In clearer terms, if we had to provide a provisional
definition of postmodernity, it would read like this: “the synergy between
archaic phenomena and technological development”.

This is what the spiral is about. We should bear in mind that such a
definition does not result from a pre-established scheme, nor is it
constructed on the basis of theoretical and somewhat abstract premises,
but rather develops from simple empirical observations that everyone can
make in their affective, professional lives as citizens. It just takes a little
lucidity, and not being a prisoner of apriorisms, both rare qualities in the
intellectual world. What exists exists. And if we try not to deviate too
much from the etymological and semantic meaning of the word, we will
hopefully, at least every now and then, remember that “humbleness”
originally derives from Latin “humus”, which makes up and amalgamates
what is “human” in us. 

In this way, and picking up on the major explanatory issues of
postmedievality (modernity) —nation-state, institution, ideological
system…—, we may confirm, as regards postmodernity, the return to the
local, the importance of the tribe and of mythological bricolage.

Let us begin by the local: the first indication of the rampant
heterogenization that runs through our societies. Whether it expresses
itself in blatant terms, as happens in the former Eastern empire, or in the
peaceful yet firm claims of self-government or sovereignty, or even in
decentralising policies, this kind of “localism” is one of the most
remarkable signs of our time. It is interesting, in this regard, to point at
the re-emergence in the several social discourses of terms like “country”,
“territory”, “space” —all of which suggests a strengthened feeling of
belonging, an emotional sharing in common: the fact, in short, that place
makes bonds. Bonds that are, therefore, not abstract, theoretical, rational.
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Ties that have not been built on the basis of some distant ideal but, quite
on the contrary, are founded organically on the shared ownership of
deeply-rooted values: language, customs, gastronomy, even body
language. All these things come from daily life, they are concrete. And
they bring together, in a paradox that is not simply apparent, the material
and the spiritual aspects of peoples. This is worth pondering: it is this
spiritual materialism, locally experienced, that will increasingly take up
the space of politics in its several modulations.

Dynamic root-taking that is both the cause and the effect of
institutional fragmentation. Ever more abstract and disembodied, the
several social institutions no longer seem to be in direct contact with the
reaffirmed demand for proximity. Thence the emergence of a postmodern
neotribalism that rests, ever and again, on the need for solidarity and
protection that is characteristic of any social whole. In the stone jungles
of contemporary metropolises, the tribe plays the role it already had in
the jungle understood stricto sensu. Furthermore, without our being
aware of it, this neo-tribalism” is just another way of taking about
“HERITAGE”, the place where the fundamental thing is the relationship
that ties me to the other against the backdrop of a common territory. 

It is thus surprising to see how the various institutions are no longer
criticized or defended. They are simply moth-eaten and serve as niches
for micro-entities based on election and affinity: elective affinities such
as those found in parties, universities, trade unions and other formal
organizations which work according to the solidarity rules of a
widespread freemasonry. All of which, needless to say, can be for better
or for worse. Religious, sexual, cultural, sports, musical tribes: their
number is infinite and their structure identical: mutual aid, a shared
feeling and an affectual environment. And we may expect that such a
fragmentation of social life is bound to grow exponentially, thus creating
a huge nebula that has no precise centre, no discernible peripheries. This
generates a sociality grounded on the concatenation of marginalities of
equal importance. 

It is such a vast social structure (if indeed we may continue to talk
about the social!) that produces what we could call mythological
bricolage. Perhaps it is untimely to refer to the end of ideologies. It is
possible, however, to confirm their transfiguration. They adopt a different
shape within the matter of small narratives that are obviously specific to
the tribe, since the tribe owns those narratives. The “grand narratives”
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gradually turn particular, embodied, confined to the size of a given
territory. Thence the linguistic practices of young people, the return to
local dialects, the recrudescence of the several philosophical or religious
sincretisms (among which the “New Age” represents a flagrant example)
and of course the sociological, political and psychoanalitical “narratives”
linked to the sects by the same names which constitute themselves
following the foundational speech by an eponymous hero whose purity
must be guaranteed. 

The absolute truth that must be reached is fragmented into partial
truths that must be experienced, which neatly draws the contours of the
mythological structure. Every territory, whether real or symbolic, secretes
somehow its form of representation and its linguistic practice: “Cuius
regio, eius religio”. Thence the potential babelisation that is commonly
used to deny —while invoking it— the spectre of globalisation. In fact,
there are a large number of worldwide standardizations at work:
economic, musical, consummatory. But we need to question their real
presence. And we need to ask ourselves whether true efficacy does not
involve searching through tribal myths and their existential side. Network-
based communication, as finely exemplified by the Internet, would in this
way demand that we should thus reorient our thinking for the sake of
postmodernity: the “concrete universal” of Hegelian philosophy. 

If we chose, by way of a hypothesis, a tribal locale that generates small
mythologies, what would its epistemological substrate be like? Empirically
speaking, it would appear that the Individual, History and Reason more
or less leave room for an affectual fusion and have their current
embodiment around communion-generating images. The local-tribal finds
a finished expression in the energy elicited by a shared Heritage. 

The term “Individual”, as I argued earlier, does no longer seem
applicable. Not, at least, stricto sensu. Perhaps, in the face of
postmodernity, we should rather speak about a “person” (from Latin
persona: the mask worn by theatrical characters) playing several roles in
the tribes they belong to. Identity becomes fragile. Multiple identifications,
however, multiply themselves.

Massively-attended musical, sporting, consummatory events bear
witness to this. In each case it is all about losing oneself in the other:
“Expenditure, squander”, in the sense employed by G. Bataille, as a search
for fusion. Each one of us only exists in and for the other’s gaze,
regardless of whether the other is the related tribe, nature’s otherness or
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that big Other which is deity. Fusions and confusions of several orders
that keep reminding us of the Dyonisian myth. This process is by no
means exceptional, but rather refers us to simple everyday life. There are
many phenomena in everyday life that would be incomprehensible
without it. In all areas the world’s “becoming fashion” seem to be the
order of the day. And the “laws of imitation” proposed, in an
uncontemporary way, by Gabriel Tarde appear now to be the rule. 

In short, it is no longer autonomy —“I am my own law”— that prevails,
but rather heteronomy: “my law is the other”. 

Perhaps it is here where the paradigmatic shift is most important.
Probably this time inversion entails that linear history should matter less
than human stories. This is the “Einsteinisation” of time, the most
theoretical way of addressing the issue of Heritage. In other ways, making
time become contracted as space. To sum up, what prevails is the present
that I live together with others in a given place. Regardless of the way
we designate it, this kind of “presentism” is bound to contaminate social
representations and practices, particularly those of young people. It is a
deep-seated “carpe diem” that overtly reflects a diffuse kind of hedonism.
The enjoyment or pleasure does not confine itself to a bunch of
hypothetical promises anymore: people no longer expect to get it in a
future paradise, but instead it is something lived, for better or for worse,
in the present.

In this sense, the postmodern present can be assimilated to the
philosophy of “kairos”, which emphasizes chance luck and good
opportunities. Existence somehow becomes a succession of eternal
instants that one must live, at best, here and now. Here it may be worth
pointing at an important distinction: that between drama and the tragic.
While drama, according to its etymology, evolves and propends towards
a possible solution —all of which we find in the modern bourgeoisie’s
way of life—, the tragic is “aporic”, that is to say, it does not seek or expect
solutions, resolutions. We may even say that it rests upon the tension
existing between heterogeneous elements. Drama, the logical
continuation of the dialectic process, reaches synthesis, while the tragic,
to pick up on a neologism used by both S. Lupasco and G. Durand, is
essentially based on the “contradictorial”. In other words, it is a
contradiction experienced as such. Put differently, it is a present accepted
for what it is which does not project itself in any future whatsoever. Be
it as it may, the project’s saturation, the distrust of a finalised History, are
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used to find meaning in the act itself and no longer in a distant and ideal
objective. In this way, postmodernity no more confers verisimilitude on
progressiveness as something ineluctable, but rather attaches a lot more
importance to a “progressive” kind of wisdom that seeks the realisation
of oneself and the personal deployment at an instant and in a present
that are lived to the fullest.

Lastly, the final point in the postmodern epistemological substrate is
the importance acquired by image in the constitution of the subject and
of society. Here again we should be content with being allusive and
simply refer to those analyses that have tackled this problem as such.
Suffice it to say that in the Judeo-Christian tradition modernity has been
essentially iconoclastic. Just as in the Biblical tradition the icon or the
idol made it impossible to worship the only true God “in spirit and in
truth”, so the image or the imaginary, from Descartes to Sartre, hampered
the correct functioning of reason. Let us remember at this point the
philosophical saying, turned popular proverb, that defines imagination
as the “madwoman in the house”: a stigmatisation that leaves a deep mark
on our ways of thinking and on the whole of our theoretical sensitivity. 

In fact, what do we currently see other than the re-emergence of that
image, previously rejected or denied? Nothing escapes unscathed. The
advertising image, the TV image, the virtual image. The “brand image”:
intellectual, religious, political, industrial, etc…. All things must be shown,
they must be staged. Adopting a Weberian perspective, we may say that
it is possible to understand the real on the basis of the unreal (or of what
is so deemed). As it turns out, during modernity technological
development had lastingly disappointed the world. We may say that, as
regards the nascent postmodernity, it is technology itself that is nurturing
a real disenchantment with the world. 

If we wish to properly underline such a phenomenon, we may refer
to the (re)naissance of an “imaginal world”. In other words, of a way of
being and thinking completely traversed by the image, the imaginary, the
symbol, the immaterial. The image as “mesocosm”, that is to say, as a
means, a vector, a primordial element of the social bond. 

Regardless of the way in which the “imaginal” is expressed —virtual,
playful, onirical—, it will surely be out there, present and impregnating;
it will no longer stay within the boundaries of private and individual life,
but will instead be a constitutive element of a fundamental being-together.
All of which may lead us to posit that the social is expanded within
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sociality by integrating, in a holistic way, human parameters that modern
rationalism had put aside. In this way, the imaginal becomes another way
of paying attention to a complex society — the organic solidarity that is
being announced— and to the “correspondence”, in the Baudelairean
sense of the term, across all of the elements in the social and natural
environment

Perhaps our time is rather focused on the impermanence of things that
are most established. What is clear in any case is that the emergence of
archaic values that we thought were completely superseded should draw
our attention to the fact that, while civilisations may be mortal, life, in
turn, is enduring —interestingly so. In this sense, in not attaching to the
term a conceptual status that may be too rigid, we are reminded by the
nascent postmodernity that modernity itself was if fact a
“postmedievality”, i.e.: it allowed for a new understanding of our being-
together.

That spiral-like constant becoming of the world! When the evidence
for an idea that had supported a given civilization ceases to be available,
another constellation is born that integrates in itself some of the elements
that made it up and gives new life to others that had been denied.

And it is precisely by following this mental scheme that we may
envisage and epiphanise— in a non-judgemental and non-normative
way— the major characteristics of the postmodern episteme. What
Foucault did for modernity, we must do now for the epoch that is
beginning to dawn. This is a huge challenge that demands an audacious
intellectual positioning: a challenge that must be met if we want to avoid
the marginalization of thought. Especially if we bear in mind that, as
Victor Hugo once remarked, “no army can withstand an idea whose time
has come”. The point here is the valuation of space: this is why I like to
talk about “Ecosophy”, whose relationship with Heritage is simply self-
evident. And that is what lies at the heart of postmodern sensitivity.
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